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By Doreen Baingana

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In her fiction debut, Doreen Baingana follows a Ugandan girl as she
navigates the uncertain terrain of adolescence. Set mostly in pastoral Entebbe with stops in the
cities Kampala and Los Angeles, Tropical Fish depicts the reality of life for Christine Mugisha and her
family after Idi Amin s dictatorship. Three of the eight chapters are told from the point of view of
Christine s two older sisters, Patti, a born-again Christian who finds herself starving at her boarding
school, and Rosa, a free spirit who tries to magically seduce one of her teachers. But the star of
Tropical Fish is Christine, whom we accompany from her first wobbly steps in high heels, to her
encounters with the first-world conveniences and alienation of America, to her return home to
Uganda. As the Mugishas cope with Uganda s collapsing infrastructure, they also contend with the
universal themes of family cohesion, sex and relationships, disease, betrayal, and spirituality.
Anyone dipping into Baingana s incandescent, widely acclaimed novel will enjoy their immersion in
the world of this talented newcomer. *Winner of the Commonwealth Writers Prize for...
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It in just one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your time
(that's what catalogues are for about when you check with me).
-- Matteo Torp-- Matteo Torp

It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Stanton-- Alison Stanton
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